
The Digitian Hub: One Stop Solution to All Kinds of Digital Marketing

Requirements

OR

The Digitian Hub : Asia’s First Digital Agency Marketplace Platform

Still worried about finding the right marketing strategies for your platform? All you need is

a business goal and Digitian Hub will help you reach there!

Instead of toggling between different digital marketing agencies for your marketing

requirements, opt for Digitian Hub. Digitian Hub, Asia's first agency marketplace,  aims to

provide a perfect digital ecosystem for your business, one that is powered by automation and

personalised insights.

The company’s main role is to cultivate a streamlined digital presence and shift the focus

from traditional modes of marketing to smart and customised digital tools, services and

technologies. We’ve read a lot about different kinds of online marketplaces in recent years,

but this platform is nothing like we’ve known before. It is driven to help organisations gain a

competitive edge by picking the right digital marketing services and agencies for their

products and services.

Here’s everything that you need to know:
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How Does Digitian Hub Work?

In order to stay ahead in the market, you need a marketing strategy that aligns with your

existing and future business plans. Not every business can leverage from digital ads;

sometimes, a well-laid content piece is all you need. And this is where Digitian Hub comes in.

It gives users a chance to select the best agency for their business development.

All you need to do is submit your project requirements, which is completely free of cost, and

then wait for agencies to bid for your project. Remember, every business requirement is

different, therefore choosing the same digital marketing strategy as your competition might

not be ideal. You need an agency that matches your marketing criteria and specialises in that

particular domain to add value to your business.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5JdI0cVvHI

To offer the most suitable digital solutions, Digital Hub provides-

● Comprehensive consultations that are 100% unbiased and data-driven.

● Expert digital solution to your business challenges to enable a robust business model.

● Practical solutions exclusively designed for your business strategies to increase

reliability, and reduce the overall marketing cost.

● Diverse set of teams to build an effective business presence. Be it for advertising or

social media management.

Direct Agencies vs Digitian Hub

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5JdI0cVvHI


A marketplace platform is much more reliable and efficient for your business. One of the key

differentiators between this marketplace and an agency is accountability. Here is how

Digitian Hub stands out:

● Takes complete responsibility for projects and provides work guarantee, which direct

agencies do not.

● Takes actions against agencies for incompetent work, and releases payment only

when the job is done.

● Meets commitments on time.

● Digitian Hub has been highly reviewed and rated by customers.

● Helps customers make informed choices and gives them the option to switch agencies

if not satisfied with work.

● Takes away your burden to communicate. The nodal and escrow services verify the

quality of work for you.

Why Need a Marketplace like Digitian Hub?

We're living in the age of now or never, which means missing out on important business

decisions could have a long-term impact on sustainability of operations. You need a

marketplace like Digital Hub because-

● It handles everything for you, so that you can handle multiple projects.

● It helps you save time by allowing you to switch agencies instead of testing each of

them and sending revisions.

● The 100% secure nodal accounts also ensure complete transparency and fraud

prevention.

Digitian Hub- Business Model Explained

Digitian Hub’s business model is very flexible and caters to businesses of all scales and sizes.

It operates on three different revenue models, each catering to different business

requirements:

● Subscription

The subscription-based pricing model is highly recommended for startups or companies at

their nascent stages. It is the easiest and most preferred pricing model wherein customers

have to sign up for a monthly subscription and leverage the best marketing services that

come along with it.

● Commission

If you’re not a regular customer and looking for one-time digital service, then you should go

for a commission-based model wherein companies charge a commission fee for every

service. The commission fee may vary depending on your overall marketing requirements

and the number of digital services you want.

● Fixed Fee



Fixed fee and contracts are usually for mid-sized and large scale enterprises for extended

services and yearly contracts.

Digitian Hub- A solution to every unique marketing request
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Digitian Hub services are diverse and comprehensive for maximum business development

and efficiency. The platform maintains complete transparency throughout the process, which

promises an incredible ROI and customer retention. Working with over 5000 agencies,

Digitian Hub does not limit its services to a few digital marketing solutions but goes much

beyond that. It caters to unique marketing requests and finds the best-suited agencies for

your business.

So, if you are still worried about finding the right marketing strategies for your platform, it's

time to drop all your concerns. All you need to do is set a business goal, enter your project

requirements and the platform will help you reach there! The Digitian Hub team will direct

you towards building a super-efficient digital marketing ecosystem for your platform. So stop

settling and start searching, it's time to take your business to new heights, only this time with

the right marketing solutions.


